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High pressure has been dominant all week but will pull back westwards just
enough to allow some weather fronts to affect the northern and eastern Alps this
weekend. Don’t expect much snow, but a few cm are likely above 1500m or so in
the northeastern Swiss and Austrian Alps (away from the south). Most of the
Alps will however stay dry  sunny even in the south – with high pressure
dominating once more early next week.

Detailed forecast:

Austria
Saturday will start dry with sunny spells. However, cloud will thicken up in the
northern Alps with some showers likely later in the day (a little snow above
12001500m or so). It will feel cooler than of late.
Sunday will be mostly cloudy with showers or longer spells of rain or snow
(12001500m) in many areas – except the far south (Osttirol, Carinthia) where it
should stay dry.
Monday will be dry, sunny and warm again.
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Clear skies across Austria today, but there will be rather more cloud at times this weekend. This is
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France
Saturday will start sunny, and remain mostly sunny in the southern Alps.
Further north, cloud will increase later in the day, but apart from the odd very
light shower on Saturday night it should stay mostly dry. It will, however, feel
cooler than of late.
Sunday may start cloudy in the north but it should quickly brighten up with
plenty of sunshine in prospect for most.
Monday will be sunny with temperatures on the rise again.

Italy
Saturday will be mostly sunny, but some cloud will drift into northwestern
areas (e.g. Aosta Valley) later in the day. It will feel cooler than of late.
Sunday may see some patchy cloud around the border areas early in the day,
but this should soon disappear, then most places can expect plenty of sunshine.
Monday will also be sunny but warmer.

Switzerland
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Saturday will start bright or sunny, and remain so in southern parts. However,
cloud will increase in the northern Alps later in the day with a few showers
possible by evening. These are most likely in the northeastern Alps with a little
snow above 1500m or so.
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Sunday will start cloudy in the northern and eastern Alps, with showers (snow
1700m) but it should brighten up later in the day. The western and southern Alps
should see sunshine from midmorning at the latest.
Monday will be sunny everywhere with temperatures on the rise again.
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The first part of next week is expected to be mostly sunny with warm afternoon
temperatures. Later in in the week it will gradually turn more unsettled, but
there is still lots of uncertainty over this so stay tuned to weathertoski.co.uk...

Next detailed snow forecast will be on Monday 17 March 2014, but see
Today in the Alps for daily updates

